A qualitative (and selective) discussion of current activities and problems in the field is given.
talk.] In a wider sense the problem is the generalisation of perturbative factorisation beyond leading power accuracy.
DIS structure functions provide a useful example to start with. The twist expansion of the longitudinal structure function can be written as
i (x, ξ, Q, µ) f i (ξ, µ)
j (x, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , Q, µ) T j (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , µ) + . . . .
It is well-known that due to logarithmic operator mixing, the factorisation scale dependence in the leading twist term cancels only over different contributions (quarks and gluons) in the sum over i. It is less known that the separation of twist-2 and twist-4
is also not unique. It would be obvious, if the factorisation in transverse momentum were introduced explicitly, in which case powers of µ 2 /Q 2 would arise. In dimensional regularisation, the ambiguity in separating twists appears as renormalons: the series expansion of the coefficient function C [2] i diverges in large orders in α s and can not be unambiguously defined. This IR renormalon divergence comes from small momenta in the loops. The ambiguity is compensated by corresponding ultraviolet contributions to the matrix elements T j of twist-4 (non-local) operators. This point is crucial: although IR renormalons are IR compared to the scale Q, they correspond to ultraviolet effects viewed from the scale Λ, the scale of QCD. As a consequence, we can learn very little on the specifics of non-perturbative effects. What one does learn is the scaling of power corrections with the scale Q, just from the consistency requirement that a physical quantity must be unambiguous.
Calculations rely on approximations and to date these correspond to an analysis of IR sensitive regions in one-loop virtual corrections or one gluon emission. The set of bubble diagrams is one way to trace these regions through the large-order behaviour of these diagrams [1] . The same set of graphs can also be evaluated through a dispersion relation for the running coupling [2, 3] . The IR contributions can then be found as non-analytic terms at small values of the dispersion variable. For sufficiently inclusive observables the dispersion variable can be identified with a gluon mass [4] . For other interesting quantities like event shape variables and fragmentation functions calculations with a gluons mass correspond to an alternative scheme of IR regularisation, not related to renormalons.
The past two years have seen many phenomenological applications of renormalons. The Drell-Yan process. This process has been the first process without operator product expansion, where power corrections have been analysed with the help of renormalons.
Since collinear factorisation can be extended to 1/Q 2 corrections [5] , the main question is whether soft gluons could invalidate this result and introduce 1/Q corrections. [Q is the mass of the Drell-Yan pair.] The Drell-Yan process seems to be well-suited to address this question, as soft gluon radiation has been extensively studied and the resummation of corresponding large logarithms is well understood.
The first investigations [6] of renormalons in Drell-Yan production accordingly started from the soft gluon resummation formula and reported the presence of 1/Q corrections. It was then realized [7] that the approximations legitimate for a systematic resummation of logarithms lose 1/Q power corrections and that 1/Q corrections cancel in the full result, when these approximations are abandoned. While the leading logarithms originate from the region k ⊥ ≪ k 0 ≪ Q, the region k ⊥ ∼ k 0 , that is, large angle gluon radiation, is equally important for power corrections.
The result of [7] is based on the analysis of one-loop diagrams. Although the absence of 1/Q corrections to all orders may be plausible, this has been shown so far only in an abelian theory [8] , where it follows from the fact that one gluon emission is already the only building block for multiple soft gluon emission amplitudes. For QCD, a proof is still missing. Since the non-abelian vertices enter only at two loops, it might be useful to extend the analysis of IR sensitive regions to two-loop diagrams. This would also provide a check on possible interpretations of power corrections to Drell-Yan production in terms of some operators. If 1/Q corrections are indeed absent, as we believe, the same twist-4 multi-parton correlations that enter DIS would seem the best bet for these operators at
Hadronic event shape variables [9, 10, 11] . These are the simplest observables for which 1/Q corrections have been found. They come only from the soft region and it is natural to associate them with hadronization corrections. In addition, experimental information exists for various center-of-mass energies Q in e + e − collisions and a 1/Q term fits the difference between data and NLO perturbation very well [12] .
One can take a step further towards the absolute magnitude of power corrections by assuming that 1/Q corrections are universal [10] , i.e. that a single non-perturbative number controls 1/Q corrections to all event shape variables. To be precise, one assumes that for any (averaged) event shape S (such as the average 1 − T etc.), the 1/Q power correction is given by
with a unique parameter µ had and a calculable coefficient K S that depends on S. Note that if one identifies K S with the residue of the IR renormalon pole that leads to the 1/Q ambiguity, K S can not be calculated, because all higher order diagrams contribute to the residue. However, the universality assumption implies that they contribute equally to different event shapes so that the ratio K S 1 /K S 2 can be found by a one-loop calculation up to corrections of order α s (Q). Since one event shape measurement is required to fix µ had , knowledge of the ratio is sufficient to predict 1/Q corrections to other event shapes.
The universality assumption seems to work well phenomenologically, to an accuracy of about 20%. The calculation has now been done also for event shape variables in DIS [13] and a good fit to the data is obtained with the same value of µ had as in e + e − collisions [14] . This could not have been expected theoretically.
It is fair to say that even for event shape variables in e + e − collisions alone a good theoretical argument in favour of universality still remains to be found. Diagrammatically it is evident that higher order contributions do not contribute equally to the renormalon residue [11] , mainly because event shapes resolve large angle soft gluon emission at the level of 1/Q power corrections even in the two-jet limit [7] . As a consequence every event shape corresponds to a different weight on the distribution of soft gluons [15] (see also [16] ), which can not be described by a single number µ had . Another problem is the 'uniqueness problem': even if universality held (or held approximately), we do not know how to calculate ratios K S 1 /K S 2 unambiguously. As mentioned above, calculations based on bubble diagrams or on a finite gluon mass as IR regulator lead to different results [7, 11, 16] . Since there is no obvious reason to prefer one or the other, this difference must be considered as an uncertainty in K S 1 /K S 2 . For the longitudinal cross section, this difference is small [16] , about 20%. Given these reservations, the fact that universality appears to work approximately is by itself quite interesting and remains to be understood.
x-dependence of twist-4 corrections in DIS [3, 17] . Since the moments of DIS structure functions have an operator product expansion, one may not expect renormalons to give any further insight on their power behaviour. However, if one assumes that the xdependence of the twist-4 correction follows the x-dependence of the corresponding IR sensitive contribution in perturbation theory, the 'unknowns' at twist-4 are reduced from functions to numbers. This is a very strong assumption and one may consider the result as a model for twist-4 multi-parton correlation functions. For example, eq. (1) reduces to
with calculable functions A i (ξ). Comparison with twist-4 corrections extracted from DIS data shows surprising agreement of the model with the x-dependence of the data.
Theoretically it seems rather obscure that the model should work so well and again it is the data itself that teaches us an interesting lesson. Two suggestions have been put forward: the first [3] is based on the idea of universality, which postulates that all non-perturbative effects are generated through integrals over an IR finite coupling, at least to first approximation. This postulate itself appears hard to digest; the second [16] is an a posteriori explanation based on the correspondence of IR renormalons and cut-off dependence of higher-twist operators: the above model could be justified, if the matrix elements of twist-four operators were dominated by their cut-off piece rather than by 'genuine' non-perturbative effects. Again, there is no dynamical understanding why this should be so, unless we consider both A i (ξ) and the data on twist-4 corrections as effective parametrisation of higher order perturbative corrections beyond NLO. Another possibility is that one is mainly seeing generic x-dependences that follow from kinematics such as
i (x) ∼ 1/(1 − x) as x → 1. Whatever the agreement with the data, the model by construction gives no insight into hadron structure. In other words, in terms of moments
The model can only work for those aspects of twist-4 corrections which are not hadronspecific. Let me also note that in present applications, the added twist-4 correction does not have the correct scale-dependence. This constitutes an additional uncertainty, although the problem is not fundamental and could be solved by higher-loop calculations
Fragmentation [16, 18] . The same model has been suggested for fragmentation processes in e + e − annihilation, although there is as yet no data to compare with. The uniqueness problem mentioned for event shape variables affects the calculation of the functions A i (x) in fragmentation even more severely. On the other hand fragmentation processes are particularly interesting, because although the leading-twist formalism is analogous to DIS, there is no operator product expansion to provide information beyond leading power. It has been found that for non-zero value of the scaling variable x, the leading power corrections are of order 1/Q 2 , in agreement with the collinear expansion of fragmentation functions in [19] . But this statement ceases to be true for moments in x, which include the soft region at small x. The power expansion of fragmentation processes has strong soft gluon singularities at small x, which are non-integrable. After integration over x, including the small-x region, every term (Λ 2 /(Q 2 x 2 )) n in the expansion at non-zero x can contribute to the leading power correction to the moments. The leading power correction depends on the order of the moment, a situation that is excluded for moments of DIS structure functions. In particular, the total longitudinal cross section receives a 1/Q power corrections similar to other event shapes. Only for high enough moments is the soft region suppressed and power corrections scale universally as 1/Q 2 due to collinear regions. As a consequence, a light-cone expansion for moments of fragmentation expansions does not exist. Note that in DIS and fragmentation, the twist expansion also breaks down as x → 1. However, the singularities as x → 1 are integrable and do not alter the power behaviour of the power expansion of moments.
It is known that at small x multiple gluons emission and coherence effects lead to a suppression of soft hadron production, which formally follows from resummation of logarithms in x in perturbation theory. One may wonder how multiple soft gluon emission would affect the x-behaviour of power corrections in the small-x region, which has been crucial in understanding the emergence of a 1/Q correction to the longitudinal cross section. It may well be that the two problems are in fact disconnected because they refer to different momentum regions in Feynman integrals. On the other hand, the question of how to reconcile the two different sets of higher order diagrams that correspond to multiple gluon emission and to renormalons has not yet been addressed. More theoretical work is needed particularly in this direction. Meanwhile, the phenomenology of renormalons is encouraging, but some magic seems to be at work: things work that needn't have to.
